As a very important example for dynamical symmetries in the context of q-generalized quantum mechanics the algebra aat-q-Zata is investigated. It represents the oscillator symmetry SUu(1, 1) and is regarded as a commutation phenomenon of the q-Heisenberg algebra which provides a discrete spectrum of momentum and space, i.e., a discrete Hilbert space structure. Generalized q-Hermite functions and systems of creation and annihilation operators are derived. The classical limit q is investigated. Finally the SUq(1, 1) algebra is represented by the dynamical variables of the q-Heisenberg algebra.
INTRODUCTION
The dynamical symmetry SU(1, 1) plays an important role in the abstract description of quantum mechanical harmonic oscillators. Recently several approaches to quantum mechanics in discrete space-momentum structures have been given in the context of quantum groups [15, 16, 10] . Others consider q-incertainty phenomena [14] . We follow the basic ideas of [10] where the q-deformed Heisenberg algebra and its representations are introduced. Our aim is to represent the corresponding algebra of SUq(1, 1) symmetry [1, 2] aa q-2ata --1 q>l (1) by the dynamical variables p, , u of the qdeformed Heisenberg algebra p-qp--icu q>l (2) Let us briefly summarize the meaning of this algebra. It is based on a complex Hilbert space HS with orthonormal basis {]n) in E Z p E S p {1,-1}, ro R}. Following the approach of Wess it has turned out that this Hilbert space is directly related to a quantization of momentum and space via the parameter q, see [10] . We refer to this phenomenon by the expression 'Discrete Hilbert Space/HS'. As a consequence the spectrum of p can be regarded as a lattice. Like in quantum mechanics the Hilbert space HS shall give all possible states of the free particle where 0t0(j (3) (nlm)0 ,mp, p E S,j z
The parameter r0 characterizes the chosen representation. In the special case c-(q-1/2-q -3/2) matrix representations of p, u, are given by the action of the operators in the following sense p n); pTroq" In) t p (4) _ip-17r-dlq-n (q/21n 1) q-1/2ln + 1) t to_ in_ 1);o (6) p is considered to be the momentum operator, is identified with the operator of space, u turns out to be an operator which shifts one lattice point into its neighbour. The matrix representations yield a quantization of the spectrum belonging to the operator . The quantization is related to the q-Fourier transform [10, 8] . There are also a lot of possible representations for p, u and in the context of q-hypergeometric functions [8, 9] . In the following we choose the q-momentum representation which is given by the mapping p z, ---+ D (q-differentiation), u -R (7) Generalizing the quantum mechanical framework z denotes the multiplication of a function with its variable. The operators R, L, D are given by their action on a suitable function f which has to be specified in the context. The actions are realized by shifting operators R, L and the q-difference operator D
From now on we restrict to q> following [10, 5, 6] . Clearly the limit q--+ turns D into the differentiation of classical analysis. Questions concerning the limit were investigated in detail in [12] where also is shown that a suitable choice for the q-deformed Heisenberg algebra is p qp -iq3/Zu (10) One finds that the representation allows a well defined limitation q 1. For remaining problems in the context of q-limitation see [12] . From the last equation follows the q-momentum representation for p, u, . We will see that the expected representation of the algebra (1) in terms of the dynamical variables a--f(p,u,) at ft(p,u,)
yields a problem which in contrast to quantum mechanics is much more complicated. In [10] one can find a deeper investigation of questions concerning self-adjointness and essential self-adjointness of the involved operators p, , u. We will apply these results briefly at the end of the fourth chapter. By the operation '' we denote the formal adjoint of the dynamical variables which is given by pt-p *u*-u -1 (12) i.e., for example t0, im)t0 (p n)p p) n); pt m); ) m, nEZ (13) To deal with the mentioned non trivial situation in the q-case we will start in the second chapter from an observation which we call commutator symmetry or oscillator symmetry of Heisenberg algebras. Making use of it we can generalize the oscillator concept of quantum mechanics. The expression oscillator symmetry can be related to the corresponding dynamical symmetry (1). In the third chapter we will derive the q-Hermite functions which follow from the commutator symmetry. We will construct explicitly creators and annihilators in the q-momentum representation. We will also investigate the behaviour for q 1. Finally we transfer the result of the qmomentum representation to the situation in the abstract Hilbert space HS. Moreover we introduce an operator which can be regarded as a formal q-generalization of the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian for harmonic oscillators. For its interpretation in a q-deformed theory see [5, 6] . Further investigations concerning the deeper physical meaning of this situation are presently prepared [3] .
OSCILLATOR SYMMETRIES OF HEISENBERG ALGEBRAS
In quantum mechanics the ground state of the harmonic oscillator is given by the equation
Applying the operator (p+i) repeatedly on this equation and making use of the Heisenberg algebra p-p we obtain (p + i),+l 0) + oznp(p + i) n eo) + fln(P + i) n-1 0) 0 (15) where n E N. The numbers an and /3n are determined uniquely by the recursion.
The action of the operator p+ i leaves the form of Eq. (15) invariant. It leads to the mentioned oscillator symmetry aat-a*a 1. All that is well known from quantum mechanics so that we can be very brief. As the described situation admits a direct approach to the a-at-relations in quantum mechanics we want to generalize it in the qdeformed case.
Let us consider equations of the following type based on the q-Heisenberg algebra 
Without loss of generality we will consider only the first equation of (16) . Furthermore it turns out that the q-generalizations of recursion formula (15) We call such a triple (T,a,b) (End(HS), C x C) generating triple and X:= T+ au the related transition operator as T describes a mapping from ]) to In+) by (T -t-au-l)l/n} (19) It is worth noticing that any transition operator X:= T+au-1 can be expressed in the form X pu-2hx hx[n) hx( =k qn)ln)l. (20) where hx is a real valued function on the compact support := { + qn]n z}, hx -R. 100 A. RUFFING Let (T, a, b) and (S, c, d) be two generating sets, Xs and Xr the corresponding transition operators.
We then have (T + au-l + bp)lCT> =0, Tp q-2pT, a, bEC (S + cu-l n t-dp)lCs) 0, Sp q-ZpS so that we immediately obtain (T -+-au-l)nlr) y(p)lbr) and (n ENo)(S + cu-l)n[)s) Y,,(P)Is).
Note that the functions Yn(P) are the same in both cases. They are easily determined to be polynomials in p. It can be shown that they fulfill recursion formulas of the following type
In order to classify these polynomials let us consider the case b--1 and -iq-lab=l which plays the most important role in practice. Applying the left hand side of (21) on the state I-2m):= I-2m)l we obtain (Yn+ (q-Zm) q-Znq-Zmyn(q-2m
This holds for all eigenstates of p which belong to even lattice points. These states span the even Hilbert space and therefore
The same argumentation is valid for the odd lattice points. It can be easily recognized that Eq.
(22) yields polynomial functions yn:{-l-qZm[ rn Z} --R. Equations of type (24) can be written in the form
From this equation we deduce the family of polynomials. The functions y are said to be qgeneralized discrete Hermite polynomials [4] . We expect these polynomials to characterize qdeformed oscillator relations which will be derived in the following section.
Q-HERMITE FUNCTIONS AND Q-LADDER OPERATORS
To generalize the situation of quantum theory let us fix T and is as elements of a generating set (T, ic,/3), c,/3 E R. We construct q-creation operators by the definition a := T + icu-l
which can be rewritten in the form a :=/pu-2h(p) + iou-
In order to establish the expected q-oscillator relations c and /3 have to be specified. In this context a is supposed to be a transition operator. The formal adjoint is given by a:= T i({u
We need to find a ground state I0) with finite norm so that the following equations hold Note that in quantum theory the equation of the ground state (1) implies the remaining relations (2)- (5) . Making use of the momentum representation, given in the first chapter, Eqs. (2) and (3) where V,,(c) is a normalization factor. For abstract classification of the polynomial type see also [4] .
The result obtained in this way is the expected qversion of the quantum mechanical orthogonality relation for continuous Hermite functions.
Next we consider the solution P0 belonging to (a,) (1, (q-Z_ 1)-1). Equation (35) then reads (Dq-2 +fRq-2)@o(x)= (q-2_ 1)-lx%(x) (40) 102 A. RUFFING wheref(x) (((Dq-2bo)(x))/(@o(x))). For simplicity of notation we introduce cr V/(1 q-4) and obtain the following equation by applying the operator R on both sides of (40)
Note that the functions (H,,b)(x) show the mentioned phenomenon of scaling orthogonality which implies that the orthogonality of the functions does not depend on the positive parameter c [4] . Compared to the case of classical Hermite polynomials this turns out to be an additional property of Hermite functions occuring in the q-generalized case. Now having derived the orthogonality relation for the functions Hnb let us discuss the basic properties of A and At. Formal calculation shows that This rescaling procedure turns out to be suitable for the limitation q--, as we will see later on. To proceed it is useful to introduce the operator and therefore 
As we have seen (48) implies (51). This completes the proof of induction so that (48) holds for all neNo.
The definition of the functions Cn also yields AtCn-[n]l/2n+l Let us now apply the differential representation of the first chapter. Without loss of generality we choose 7r0--1. We denote by In) the eigenvectors of momentum which belong to the given 7r0 and 1/2 we define 3' -t [2] q_2.
In the above introduced abstract Hilbert space HS the operator a is given by For a given q we denote the number of all vectors satisfying the last condition by Nq. It is evident that Nq is finite. One can show that Nq oc as q 1. This means h(p) as q 1.
The last observation leads immediately to the general result that limql (x)e -(1/2)x2 where the limit exists pointwise. This can also be seen by considering the general eigenvalue equation pZln) --7reoqZnln)ro and by taking into account that R naturally is generated by the superposition of the open sets consisting of the spectral points 7rq 2n which belong to 7r0 (Tr0 varying in R).
We recall that by the calculations of the third and fourth chapter the formal adjoint of a is given by a -7(pueh + q-3(p_ qp)). We can show that a is dense in Hilbert space, i.e., the domain D(a)c_ HS is dense in HS. For a general framework see also [17] . Let us define the set D* {IVy> < HS IIV>* HS Vl> ED(a*) (al@>, I@>) (1>, IVY>*)}, (70) i.e., the operator a*:D* + HS, a*l#):= I#)* for all 1) E D* is the adjoint of a. The operator a* is always closed and one can show that all eigenvectors of the momentum operator p are in D(a). Therefore a* is densely defined in HS. As a consequence [13] the operator H a**a* is self-adjoint. As a* is dense and closed we find (71) Omitting the symbols x and y we receive (72) This means that the vector lgm> "-a*lVgm) is a well defined element of the Hilbert space, i.e., [(/gm)-12/)m+l). We define a**lqOm) by the relation (a* I,>, Im>) n>, a** Im>) (Smn (73) By the definitions I#0> "-I#0> and a**l0 "-0 C the action of the linear form a** on the basis of HS is completely determined. As an easy consequence we find [n) D(a**). This means (a* I,>, a* I@m)) (a* I,>, Im>) (ln>, a** (]bn),a**a*lm)) mn[gl _qL 1] Let H denote the restriction of H on the subspace of HS which consists of all finite linear combix--m E N nations 2_=0 alb). Obviously ata coincides with H 5. CONCLUSIONS The operator H := ata is an oscillator like expression. For details of its physical meaning see [3] . In the q-deformed case the interpretation in the context of SUq(1, 1) symmetry is investigated [5-71. The action of H on the q-Hermite basis elements of HS is given by (74) Let us finally give the representation of p and { by operators a and a as a generalization of the quantum mechanical situation p -q-1/2,,/Z(1 q-Z)(ata)n(qa a) n=0 iq3/2,y (--1)nq-nu -2n+l (au -2 -+-u2at).
(75) One can easily see that these operators are invariant under the formal adjoint which is necessary for a consistent formulation of qgeneralized quantum mechanics. They become the well known objects momentum p and space (p-p =/) of quantum mechanics as q-+ 1.
As a concluding result we have represented the SUq(1, 1) symmetry algebra aa* q-2a*a in terms of the dynamical variables p, u, {. The
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A. RUFFING solution of this nontrivial problem reveals a further rich structure in the context of quantum symmetric quantum mechanics. More work has to be done on this area.
